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On Saturday could your son/daughter please arrive at school for 6:45 for a 7:00am leave? It is important that you 

arrive on time as we need to travel to Rowrah and set up before the challenge starts at 8:00am. We aim to return 

to school by 9:00pm - 9:30pm.   

The challenge is 12 hours of cycling in teams of 4, whilst one person is cycling your child will have spare time, 

there is nowhere to go at Rowrah, we have arranged for Xboxes to be brought to the track but they may want to 

bring their own entertainment. Please remember that parents/friends can also come and join in the challenge 

and see how many laps you can complete in 1 hour, this will be a donation of £10 and there will be a prize for the 

team that complete the most. 

The track attracts heat meaning even on warm days it can be quite cold there, so make sure they bring a warm 

change of clothes as well as enough suitable riding clothes, think about what they will do if they only bring one set 

and it’s raining on their first time on the track? They will need, helmet and gloves but also think about full 

waterproofs. 

We have some food kindly made and donated by parents and this is obviously available throughout the day for a 

donation, as will tea and coffee. However, as with last Saturday it is important they bring enough food 

themselves; we are there from 8:00am until 8:00pm so they almost need to bring breakfast, lunch and dinner.  

There is limited or no mobile reception at Rowrah but periodically throughout the day a member of staff will be 

moving to a location with reception, if for any reason you need to get in touch with us please call our school 

mobile on 07708589025.  

If pupils are travelling with us on the mini bus then they need to have their bikes in school on Friday as 

we will be loading the trailer Friday night.  

Below is a list of times and a kit list, if you need any help please contact Mr Young, Mr Gee or Miss 

Hedley before Friday. 

6:45am  Arrive at school 
7:00am  Depart school 
7:30am  Arrive Rowrah 
8:00am  Challenge starts 
8:00pm  Challenge ends 
8:30pm  Depart Rowrah 
9:00pm  Arrive Beacon Hill 
 

KIT LIST 

Sensible riding clothes (appropriate for the weather, check the forecast!) 
Waterproof top and leggings 
Cycling gloves 
A buff/thin hat 
Helmet 
A bike in good working order 
Snacks/food for the whole day 

A proper lunch (not just a pie!) 
Money for snacks and drinks (optional) 
Entertainment. 


